Warranty Policy

Huntington Vacuum Products, a division of Global Precision Manufacturing, LLC. (hereinafter called “HVP”) warrants products manufactured by it (except for electronic equipment, tubes and other expendable items, as covered below) against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from date of shipment to the buyer. Liability under this warranty is expressly limited to replacement or repair of defective parts. HVP may at any time discharge its warranty as to any of its products by refunding the purchase price and taking back the product(s). This warranty applies only to parts manufactured, and labor provided, by HVP under valid warranty claims received by HVP within the applicable warranty period and subject to the terms and conditions hereof. In some instances, HVP may pass through warranties on components supplied by other manufacturers.

Electronic Equipment
Electronic equipment including gauges and controllers are covered for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase.

Tubes and Filaments
Thermocouple gauge tubes, filaments, and ionization gauge tubes are unconditionally guaranteed to meet specifications upon the customer’s incoming inspection.

Consumable Items
Consumable items such as tubes, heaters, heater blocks bellows, etc., by their nature, may not function for one year; if such items fail to give reasonable service for a reasonable period of time, as determined solely by HVP, they will be repaired or replaced by HVP, at its election. All warranty replacement or repair of parts shall be limited to equipment malfunctions which, in the sole opinion of HVP are due or traceable to defects in original materials or workmanship. Malfunctions caused by abuse or neglect of the equipment are expressly not covered by this warranty. HVP expressly disclaims responsibility for any loss or damage caused by the use of its products other than in accordance with proper operating and safety procedures. Reasonable care must be taken by the user to avoid hazards.

In-warranty repaired or replaced parts are warranted only for the remaining unexpired portion of the original warranty period applicable to the parts which have been repaired or replaced. After expiration of the applicable warranty period, the buyer shall be charged at HVP’s current prices for the parts and labor, plus transportation.

Except as stated herein, HVP makes no warranty, express or implied (either in fact or by operation of law). HVP shall have no liability for special or consequential damages of any kind or from any cause arising out of the sale, installation, or use of any of its products. Statements made by any person, including representatives of HVP, which are inconsistent or in conflict with the terms of this warranty, shall not be binding upon HVP, unless reduced to writing and approved by an authorized officer of HVP.